


<FRONT COVER: Based on a postcard from the author’s collection
of Manchester, New Hampshire, USA [ABOVE]



Manchester
taken in glorious colour 
by David Dunnico

Postcards from
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Manchester is…

Holiday snaps
Advertising poster by Visit Manchester, “The Official Tourist Board for Manchester &
Greater Manchester”. When I was taking this photo, a security guard stopped me,
saying “The control room had radioed him to ask about my ‘suspicious’ behaviour”
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Manchester isn’t…

Selling Manchester
More advertising encouraging visitors, partly obscured by riot police
during the Tory Party Conference, which baracaded itself into the
convention centre and told delegates to be very wary of the locals
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Manchester is…
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Manchester isn’t…

If you know Manchester, Disraeli’s quote might
make you smile. But it’s no more fancy than
the things marketing people write. Manchester
was the first industrial city and Manchester is
the first post-industrial city. Manchester isn’t
London – and doesn’t want to be. 

Here are 150 photos of the city. They are not 
a history, they don’t show you the landmarks,
but they do tell you something about the
attitude and the contradictions that people
who live in Manchester see in themselves. 

Maybe a better quote comes from historian
A.J.P. Taylor: “Manchester has everything but
good looks..., the only place in England which
escapes our characteristic vice of snobbery."

(More of this sort of thing in the Afterword on page 60)
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Manchester is…
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…friendly

A warm and friendly
welcome lies in wait

ABOVE:  Delegate to the Conservative Party
Conference meeting the public, 2013 

BOTTOM: Bedroom Tax protest, 2013

< PREVIOUS PAGE: Notice on club door

<<Grafitti
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Manchester isn’t…
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…London

Exit through 
the gift shop
TOP: 0161 is the area dialing
code for Manchester

ABOVE + RIGHT: Souvenirs
being sold in Manchester with
pictures of the red buses and
Grenidier Guards you would
only see in London

< PREVIOUS PAGE: More of the
same ‘Londoncentricity’ on a
fridge magnet
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Manchester is…

Street art
THIS PAGE, TOP: Statue
in a Italian restaurant

BOTTOM: Grafitti, Withington 

> NEXT PAGE: Flaccid inflatable 
penis (presumably from a  hen 
party) outside John Rylands
Library, which contains many
treasures including the earliest
extant New Testament text 
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…cultured
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Manchester is…

TOP: A framed picture, presumably 
taken from a Kentucky Fried Chicken
and left with the wrappers in street

ABOVE: Funeral wreath, Wythenshawe
“Da Da” being a term for Dad, rather
than a reference to the art movement 

LEFT: Picture of woman stuck on a
notice board in West Didsbury
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…artistic

TOP: Vinyl banner of the ‘Nativity With The
Torch’ by the Le Nain Brothers, displayed
outside a church during the Christmas period

BOTTOM: Same church after Christmas, 
vinyl banner advertising its food bank
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Manchester is…

ABOVE: Garden statue of Aphrodite outside a garden statue shop

BELOW [ L-R]: Richard Cobden (+ ‘Vendetta mask) 
Town Hall Sculpture Parlour, ‘Adrift’ (+ underpants)
and Edward VII (+ traffic cones)  
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…not Salford

ABOVE: Young man in doorway.
Salford has been a city for longer
than Manchester. Most people from
Manchester don’t seem to realise
Salford isn’t part of Manchester,
which is dead anoying if you are
from Salford

LEFT: After Manchester went mad
for bees I designed an alternative
Salford logo with a wasp, which
seemed to suit
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Manchester is…

Fine dining

ABOVE: McDonalds’s sign with chemical 
plant in the background, Eccles, Salford

LEFT:  Chips and gravy, a Manchester staple,
smeared on an advertising hoarding 

> NEXT PAGE: Mobile take away trailer 
with a pun-tastic name
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…gastronomical
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Manchester is…

CLOCKWISE: Pubs in Gorton, Ancoats, Old Trafford and Gorton (again)

> NEXT PAGE, TOP:  Ice lolly picked out of the plaster render on a pub wall  
BOTTOM [L]: Sign outside bar, Oxford Road [R]: Derelict pub, Old Trafford 
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…thirsty
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Manchester is…

Community policing
THIS PAGE, TOP: Polcing for the
Labour Party Conference, 2008

BOTTOM: English Defence League rally 
attended by about a dozen people and
a couple of hundred police

> NEXT PAGE, TOP: Security at the
2013 Conservative Party Conference

BOTTOM: Protests at Tory Party Conference, 2019
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…safe and sound
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Manchester is…

“In no other town could one depend so entirely upon
the quiet and orderly behaviour of the people 
as in Manchester”– Queen Victoria, 1851
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…relaxing

THIS PAGE ABOVE: Policing at English 
Defence League rally, 2018

< PREVIOUS PAGE, TOP: Police taking 
a break at end of the 2008 Whit Walks

BOTTOM: [L] Sign in Cheetham Hill
[R] Gay Pride March
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Manchester is…

ABOVE: Lost toys 
LEFT: Sign RIGHT: Whit Walks, 2008

> NEXT PAGE: Manchester and  Salford Whit
Walks, welcome service, Albert Square, 2018
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…child friendly
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Manchester is…

ABOVE: Bar sign, Northern Quarter

RIGHT:  Strangeways Prison and 
St. Chads Church, Cheetham Hill

Mosaic on Affleck’s Palace by Mark
Kennedy based on a 1990s t-shirt 
design by Leo Stanley 

> NEXT PAGE, TOP:  Whit Walks, 2019

BOTTOM: The then Prime Minister 
Theresa May and the Dean of
Manchester Cathedral, Rogers 
Govender, at a service on the first
anniversary of  the Manchester
Arena bombing, 2018 

FAR RIGHT: Cathedral Steps
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…pious
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Manchester is…
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…football crazy

Somehow a straight man from
Old Trafford ended up on the
Canal Street Blue’s Manchester
City supporters club bus for the
2018 Pride Parade

ABOVE: Premier League Trophy

LEFT: Manxchester City Football
Club’s mascots ‘Moonbeam’ and
‘Moonchester’ emerge from the
‘changing room’

< PREVIOUS PAGE [Clockwise]:
“Join City and you’re dead” grafitti
on Nike Wayne Rooney advert
after a (false) rumour the United
player might change teams, 2010

Grafitti about United player
Cristiano Ronaldo

Dumped table football 

Youth in United shirt, city centre
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Manchester is…

Defaced picture of racist politician Nigel Farage, stuck over a Manchester United advert 
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…a City United

Woman and Primark window display during the 2018 World Cup
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Manchester is…

ABOVE: Commuter cyclist and
fly-posted advertising by Rapha, 
a cycle clothing company, making
reference to the Tour de France

LEFT:  Sky Ride. Parts of the city
centre were closed to motor taffic
for an annual event to encourage
ordinary people to cycle, 2011

BELOW: My ‘I LUV MCR ‘ logo
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…the home of British Cycling

TOP: Group of young boys on
mountain bikes watching a
fire, Salford (they didn’t start it) 

ABOVE: Cycle path sign

RIGHT: Youths on BMX bikes
watching a busker on Market
Street in the city centre, 2010 
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Manchester is…
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…economic

TOP, LEFT: Occupation of bank
by squatters, 2011

TOP, RIGHT: Grafitti same bank
a few years later

ABOVE: Cashpoint drawn with
marker pen on a boarded up
shop, Withington, 2007

ABOVE LEFT: Homeless man
and clamped car outside a
former bank building 

LEFT: Advertiseing hoarding

< PREVIOUS PAGE, TOP:
Conservative Club, Gorton

BOTTOM: Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels developed
their theory of communism, 
when they were in Manchester
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Manchester is…

Wild life

THIS PAGE: Dressing as a gorilla confuses the police
as to whether this constitutes begging or busking

>NEXT PAGE, TOP: Dead pigeon on protest March
against the Tory Party Conference, 2013

BOTTOM LEFT: Graffiti 

BOTTOM RIGHT: Anti-bird spikes



…wild
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Manchester is…

TOP: The Fallowfield Loop is a former railway line that has been turned into 
a car-free route for walkers and cyclists, it runs from Chorlton to Gorton

ABOVE LEFT: Campaign to save community green space in Stretford 
ABOVE RIGHT: Development near Manchester City’s stadium 
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…green spaces

Supermarket shopping trolleys in the garden city suburb of Wythenshawe
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Manchester is…
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…home
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Manchester is…
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…street life
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Manchester is…
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…happy-less

TOP: Fire Fighter lays flowers for a colleague who was killed
fighting a fire in a city centre shop, 2013

ABOVE: Inflatable Scream / People being sad

< PREVIOUS PAGE, TOP: Squatting in the old Cornerhouse 
Arts Centre building after they moved to Home, 2017

<BOTTOM: Poster against homelessness on closed down bank
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Manchester is…

Scenes from the Manchester Day Parade, which has been held annually since 2010
> NEXT PAGE: Councillor Pat Karney on the Parade 
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…on parade
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Manchester is…

Neo Nazi members of the National Front met by anti-fascist protestors and City Council street
sweepers at Gay Pride March in 2006. The marches began after attacks on gay people 
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…pride and predjudice

Religious protest at Pride, 2018. Some gay people were critical that the annual event had lost
much of its original purpose and become a ‘family fun day out’, but protests such as these
showed their was still homophobia in the city
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Manchester is…

THIS PAGE: Armed Forces Day, Albert Square, 2018 

> NEXT PAGE, TOP: Remembrance Day, 2014  BOTTOM: Centenary of the RAF, 2018
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…armed and dangerous
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Manchester is…
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…shopping city
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Manchester is…
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…retail therapy
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Manchester is…

All my heroes 
are dead to me

ABOVE: Poster of Moseley Morrissey,
defaced with a Hitler moustache.
Morrissey formally of The Smiths, has
made increasingly racist comments in
interviews and there were calls for
protests at his concerts. This tour was
cancelled for other reasons.

LEFT: The late Frank Sidebottom, 2008
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…musical

CLOCKWISE: The Piccadilly Rats busking
supergroup (with guest singers who
were passing-by) Seated is the late Ray
Boddington, 2018 

Banner with photograph of the late Ian
Curtis, singer with Joy Division, for an 
exhibition at Manchester Museum, 2017

Altered sign

Photographer Stephen Wright recreates
his famous photo of The Smiths outside
Salford Lads Club, 2012

“You’re never alone on
the dole in Manchester” 

– Ian Brown, The Stone Roses
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Manchester is…
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…still singing

THIS PAGE: First anniversary memorial
commemoration for the victims of the
Manchester Arena suicide bombing

< PREVIOUS PAGE: The city centre the
day after the bombing in 2017
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Manchester is…
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Manchester isn’t…

This stencil [previous page] of the author and raconteur
Quentin Crisp is by a Mr ‘Stewy’. It is in the Manch-
ester suburb of   Chorlton-cum-Hardy, on the street
where the Brothers Gibb of The Bee Gees pop group
lived. It is not far from where Mr Crisp died on the 21st
November, 1999.   

Quentin Crisp visited Manchester just once. It was
enough. Against the advice of everyone, in his 90th year
and in failing health, he made the trip from his adopted
home of New York to perform his one man show in
Manchester. He stayed at the house of a well-wisher,
where he quietly passed away in his sleep.

Before exiling himself to New York in 1981, Quentin
Crisp had lived all of his life in London. London is not
like Manchester, as Anthony Burgess, the author of ‘A
Clockwork Orange’ explained. Burgess was born in
Harpurhey – a district of Manchester that is hardly any-
thing like Chorlton-cum-Hardy, he wrote: 

AFTERWORD
MANCHESTER IS CONTRARY & QUOTABLE
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Manchester is…

“In those days, for a Mancunian to visit the capital was
an exercise in condescension. London was a day behind
Manchester in the arts, in commercial cunning, in eco-
nomic philosophy. True, it had the monarch and the gov-
ernment and was gratuitously big. It had more history
than Manchester, but history was no more than a tourist
frippery. When foreigners came to Manchester, they
came to learn, not to feed ravens and snap beefeaters.
Manchester was generous and London was not. London
had something of the air of Chorlton-cum-Hardy.”
(‘Little Wilson and Big God’, 1986)

Another Anthony and another Wilson, Anthony H. Wil-
son, is buried Chorlton’s municipal and magnificent
Southern Cemetery. The founder of Factory Records
would have agreed:

“I don’t care about the second city title. London and
Birmingham can fight over it amongst themselves.”

ABOVE: Antony Burgess by ‘Tank Petrol’, Tony Wilson by ‘Akse’, NEXT PAGE: Signs in Northern Quarter
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Manchester isn’t…

So, Manchester is not like Lon-
don and doesn’t want to be.
Manchester looks down on
London the way New York
looks down at Washington. In
some ways Manchester is like
New York. Both places have

docks, garment districts, immigrant communities and
radical histories. MCR and NYC are working cities that
got dirty making money and then tried to clean up their
act. The similarities are close enough for Manchester to
get tarted up and dressed down to appear as New York
in films such as Captain America – the real New York
having become too regenerated and expensive to film in. 

But most of all, both places are full of people who could
fairly and accurately be described as “cocky gobshites”. 

The reputation of Mancunians differs from New York-
ers in at least one respect. The inhabitants of Manch-
ester are regarded (by themselves at least) as being
friendly and funny (well, they will talk at you and be
sarcastic). In  ‘Why Be Happy When You Could Be Nor-
mal’, Manchester born Jeanette Winterson writes:

“Manchester is in the south of the north of England. 
Its spirit has a contrariness in it – a south and north
bound up together – at once untamed and un-metro-
politan; at the same time, connected and wordly.”
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Manchester is…

Alex de Tocqueville, the French historian and political
scientist visited the city in the 1830s and noted Manch-
ester was full of contradictions: 

“Everything in the exterior appearance of the city attests
the individual powers of man; nothing the directing power
of society. From this foul drain the greatest stream of
human industry flows out to fertilise the whole world.
From this filthy sewer pure gold flows. Here humanity at-
tains its most complete development and its most brutish;
here civilisation works its miracles, and civilised man is
turned back almost into a savage.”

It is hard to understand Manchester without appreciat-
ing its contrariness and contradiction, and it’s probably
impossible to love Manchester without an appreciation
of them. That understood, it is entirely possible for the
same person to love and hate the place at the same time. 

Quentin Crisp knew transatlantic travel might kill him.
The day before he flew from New York to Manchester,
he spent time studying for his American Citizenship test.
He hoped to become a countryman of Mark Twain. 
Mr Twain might have appreciated Crisp, he certainly
appreciated Manchester:

“I would like to live in Manchester. The transition between
Manchester and death would be unnoticeable.” *

*Perhaps Twain thought he had died and gone to heaven?
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Manchester isn’t…

– © 2020 –

David Dunnico is an artist and writer from 
Manchester in the UK 

You can see what he is getting 
up to on his blog

www.dunni.co.uk



Further reading…

A6, 74 pages, full colour
Absurd and stories behind 
familiar sights in the city

A6, 52 pages, colour & b/w photos
The good, bad and indifferent
buildings with big ambitions 

David Dunnico’s pamphlets about Manchester mix his photography
and writing. Part psychogeography, part social documentary –
Sometimes funny, usually satiric, often polemical, always full of
barbed social comment – Beautifully designed, bargain priced 
and downright collectable. 

Other subjects are in preperation, all publications are also available
as free pdf downloads. Contact him at www.dunni.co.uk



…also by me

A6, 72 pages, full colour
You are reading it now, so you
know what it’s about.

A6, 72 pages, full colour
Why we got the statues we
have got 



…there’s more

A6, 36 pages, full colour
Four articles about the image
of the atomic bombing 

A6, 48 pages, full colour
Eight true stories about death
in New York City

The first two pamphlets about aspects of U.S. culture, use Dunnico’s
own photos and postcards and snapshots from his own collection.

Other subjects are in preperation, all publications are also available
as free pdf downloads. Contact him at www.dunni.co.uk





Touristy postcards might try and sell you a lifestyle,
but these photos show you with satire and biting 
social comment, the attitude that makes Manchester
the most cocky and contrary place in England

David Dunnico is a sometime documentary 
photographer and full time Mancunian

Contrary: 
It’s what Manchester
is/n’t… innit?


